Engineering, 73; Mining Engineering, 26; Architecture, 24; Chemistry, 18; Electrical Engineering, 39; Biology, 6; Physics, 2; General studies, 7; Chemical Engineering, 11; Sanitary Engineering, 2; Geology, 2; Naval Architecture, 14. From the figures it will be seen that Course II., as usual, stands far in the lead, while a noticeable and very desirable advance has been made in Course III. On the other hand it is to be regretted that a greater number have not chosen Course XI., as it is an attractive and thorough course and excellent business chances are open upon its completion.

The Tennis Association held an important meeting on the twenty-fourth, at which it was voted to reduce the annual dues for members of the Senior Class to one dollar. The Executive Committee of the Association was made a permanent tournament committee, and President Lansingh announced that three tournaments would be held this spring. The first will be a round robin between the members of the Tennis Team, the second, a closed tournament for club members, and the third, an open tournament for the championship of Technology. The Tennis Team is composed of the following men: M. F. Ewen, '97, R. M. Ferris, '97, A. W. Jackson, '97, V. R. Lansingh, '98, H. O. Ayer, '99, and G. R. Street, '99. After the season opens, any member of the team, if challenged, must defend his position by playing within two weeks.

Mr. Boos's Summer Outing.

All Technology students who have talked a number of times with Gymnasium Instructor Boos have been struck with his great inborn love for travel. This impression is not formed all at once, but comes after one has listened to him again and again, as he relates incidents of his travel; and more vividly does this characteristic appear when one is given an insight into his fund of keen observations relative to the customs and character of the peoples he has mingled with. He has planned a trip for the coming summer which should interest all Technology men. In his prospectus he says: "During my many journeys in Europe, on the wheel especially, of late years, where the highways are mostly as if made for cycling, I became acquainted with a number of American cyclists, who in spite of having good wheels and good roads at their disposal, were yet not at all satisfied. They were not enough at home in the languages, and went through stretches of country of no interest. In a word, they were in want of a teacher and guide at the same time. I would, therefore, like to be guide, friend and teacher to those who decide, in the summer of 1897, to make a tour on the wheel through Middle Europe. My invitation is especially intended for students of our colleges and universities, and members of athletic associations, who intend to become acquainted with the most magnificent parts of Germany, Tyrol, Switzerland, and parts of France and Italy next summer. I have arranged the route of the journey with great care, after my own experience. A pleasant combination of cycling and excursions on foot, especially in the Alps intended to be gone through, is also arranged."

A native born German, schooled in the curriculum of the Gymnasium and University, with twelve years' experience in European travel, Mr. Boos is eminently fitted to conduct a bicycle party over the line of march laid out. The demand for just such a guide has been felt for a number of years, and has heretofore been unsatisfied. The need of such a conductor comes especially after one has completed an unsystematic and ill-planned trip, and realizes that profitable sight-seeing is an art. It is then he feels that only an experienced guide would have made the trip a thorough success. Any who contemplate going to Europe for the coming summer will do well to communicate with Mr. Boos before the limited party is completed.